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STYRENE PRICE ROLLERCOASTER UNLIKELY  
TO IMPACT MARGINS 

European styrene contract prices rose €665/tonne over 
the five month period from October 2016 to March 2017. 
This equates to a 68% increase. The factors behind this 
are diverse and represent to some extent a perfect storm 
of conditions.

Firstly, raw material prices increased sharply over the 
same time. The European benzene price rose 57%,  
driven by increases in naphtha as well as by global  
shortages. 
 
However, styrene manufacturers have been very  
successful in pushing through these prices, for both  
short-term and long-term reasons.

Over the past five months there has been a series of 
unplanned global outages – most noticeably in the US. 
Currently, around 20% of US capacity is out for planned or 
unplanned shutdowns. This takes away North America’s 
normal position of exporter to the world. 

Spot prices have risen rapidly as traders and buyers have 
struggled to cover shortages. This shortage has enabled 
suppliers globally to push up contract prices by
more than benzene increases. There was a belief that 

planned shutdowns in Asia would put further pressure on 
global supply, increasing prices further.

In the end, improving global supply – with length  
especially in Asia – and falling raw material costs have 
deflated the bubble and European spot prices have fallen 
27% from the mid-February peak. 

This has been driven both by falls in feedstock values but 
also by an improved supply of styrene especially in Asia.  
Chinese inventories of styrene have risen and risen, with  
lower demand in Asia than forecast and more incoming 
product from other regions.
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2017 has been marked by dramatic movements in global styrene prices, driven largely by  
supply-side developments as well as underlying feedstock movement. Through it all, however,  
margins have remained at high levels and ICIS believes they are likely to continue be strong.

GLOBAL STYRENE PRODUCTION ISSUES

Country Site Owner Capacity (kt) Shutdown Start date Finish date

US St James, LA Americas  
Styrenics (AmSty) 

950 (half  
shutdown)

Extended  
turnaround for 
equipment repairs

4 January First-half April

US Carville, LA CosMar (SABIC/
Total JV)

1,100 (half  
shutdown)

Force majeure on 
equipment failure 
after turnaround

mid-January "Sometime in 
summer"

US Texas City INEOS Styrolution 450 Turnaround early-March 45 days

Thailand Map Ta Phut Siam Styrene 
(Dow/Siam  
Cement JV)

300 Turnaround mid-February By 24 March

China Yan'an Shaanxi Yanchang 
Petroleum

129 Turnaround 1 March 24 April

Japan Oita Nippon Steel & 
Sumikin Chemical

230 + 190 Turnaround (each 
unit 2-3 weeks)

end-February 13 April

Japan Chiba Idemitsu Kosan 210 Turnaround early-March 1 month

South Korea Yeosu LG Chemical 200 + 300 Turnaround early-March early-April

South Korea Daesan Lotte Chemical 580 Turnaround May 3 weeks

Taiwan Kaohsiung Grand Pacific PC 130 Turnaround 15 February 9 April

Taiwan Mailiao Formosa Chemical 
& Fibre Corp

250 + 350 Turnaround April/May 1 month

Belgium Antwerp INEOS Styrolution 260 + 240 Turnaround  
(one unit)

April unknown

Source: ICIS pricing China
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In effect, because the shutdowns in Asia were planned,  
players in the region had purchased excess stock. This  
coupled with lower demand than some had hoped for has 
led to a loose supply situation. 

End-user demand for styrenics in China has not picked up 
post-Lunar New Year to the extent that many had hoped. 
There are a number of downstream polystyrene and other  
derivative shutdowns in Asia, which compensate for the  
missing supply. 

This, together with delayed purchases in the anticipation 
of lower prices, has led to sluggish purchasing. 

So what is the outlook for pricing now? 

In theory, pricing should follow benzene down with  
dramatic falls. The supply situation is improving as the 
Asian shutdowns draw to a close and as US units come 
back on stream. Styrene buyers claim to be looking for 
falls in the April European contract price of €300/tonne to 
regain some lost downstream margin.
 
One buyer said: “Styrene monomer production becomes 
interesting at a spread of €220/tonne [over benzene and 
ethylene raw materials]. This month the spread is at €616/
tonne. This has taken [margin] from the derivatives. It’s got 
to come back.”

In practice, the decline could be slower than hoped for – 
with downstream participants noting that prices never go 
down as quickly as they go up.

In addition, the age of assets in Europe and the US mean 
that the chance of a further unplanned incident is high. 
This is particularly likely as units try to restart after  
maintenance turnarounds. 

Not only styrene units are subject to this problem,  
upstream crackers have also seen a high incidence of 
outages in recent years. Any further production problems 
could damage the delicate balance and cause further 
increases in pricing. Trinseo’s CEO Chris Pappas refers to 
this phenomenon as “fly-up” margin, the incremental rise 
in margins attributable to unplanned outages.

What is interesting is that European and global styrene 
margins have increased steadily over recent years – 
whether pricing is going up or down. This is largely due to  
rationalisation and consolidation of the global industry. 

The merging of smaller businesses and the subsequent 
spin-out of units like INEOS Styrolution and Trinseo have 
changed the behaviour of the industry. 

These producers (globally number one and number four 
respectively) are no longer required to produce volumes 
to satisfy upstream crackers. Instead they have a clear 
mandate to maximise profitability for this chain only, by 
tightening volumes. 

Most players are downstream-integrated into polystyrene  
and other styrenic plastics. Here they face a disparate and  
fragmented base of customers that has little pricing  
power. They largely succeed in passing through styrene 
price increases into polymers and so benefit when styrene 
prices increase as it widens their margin.

We see little happening to change this cosy set-up. 

There are several barriers to entry for new players. The 
first is the extremely low growth in end markets. Styrene 
growth globally is less than 2%, with much of that increase  
dependent on emerging markets like China. Building a 
new plant in this environment is very risky, and likely to 
endanger margins that are healthy after years of weakness.

There are some styrene projects in emerging markets, but 
many of these have been repeatedly delayed or are still 
in the planning stage. These include a couple of units in 
Russia, two plants in Egypt, two in India, and one in Oman. 

Even in China the few projects that are there are being 
pushed back. Some such as Sinopec Jingmen, which was 
due to open this year, have been delayed indefinitely. 

The result is a 1% increase in capacity in 2017, with only 
a 2% increase forecast in 2018. It is not until 2019 that 
a sizeable chunk of capacity in northeast Asia is due to 
come on-stream, with three units of 550,000 tonnes/year 
or more to open in China and South Korea. However, 
these could be subject to delays.

The result of these limited capacity increases, combined 
with ageing Western assets, is continued tightness and 
margin control. We see continued pricing volatility, as any 
movement in oil and benzene prices is amplified by an 
uncertain supply picture. 

However, margins should remain high and stable as  
manufacturers are able to push through price increases in  
the face of cost inflation and keep pricing steady when 
costs fall again.

Source: ICIS margin reports
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Stay up-to-date on the latest developments in global and regional styrenics markets with ICIS News

ICIS News editors around the world are reporting the breaking news stories that impact chemical markets, influence  
commodity prices, and affect your daily business decisions. Be the first to find out market moves, deals, announcements, 
new data and analysis – all via one online subscription. 

ICIS News brings you all of the following:

•   Real-time news, round the clock - for every key  
 sector of the global chemical industry allowing you  
 to stay ahead of the competition and make faster,  
 well-informed decisions.

•    Reporting on the latest price movements and  
 market trends.

•    Analysis articles from experts assessing key trends  
 and offering a deeper market insight.

•    Plant and project news - including capacity, outputs  
 and shutdowns.

•   A searchable archive of over 900,000 articles from  
 the past 10 years.

•   Plus customisable options allowing you to view only  
 the content you want to see.

•   ICIS Introduces the Europe Chemical Market  
 Confidence Index (CMCI) (https://www.icis.com/  
 about/news/icis-introduces-the-europe-chemical- 
 market-confidence-index-cmci/)  
   ICIS News to ensure  
   you stay informed 

What is the European Styrenics Europe Forecast Report?

The ICIS Styrenics Europe price forecast report provides you with a 12 month 
view that explains and analyses the demand, supply and price trends in  
Europe’s domestic and import/export market, providing you with price insights 
into the European styrene and polystyrene markets.

Why do you need the Styrenics Europe Price Forecast Report?

• Price volatility for styrenics is increasing, as a result market players may   
 require more regularly updated price forecast information.

• Buyers and sellers can feel unconfident in contractual negotiations where  
 they have no idea as to price movements over the short term.

• Traders or producers bringing styrenics into Europe can quickly find their  
 profit margins erased by price movements, especially given the time duration  
 to move volumes from Asia or North America, or the $/€ exchange rate. 

   Find out more and request a free trial of the price forecast report   

Find out more and request a free trial for ICIS 
News to ensure you stay informed

https://www.icis.com/contact/enquire-about-icis-price-forecast-reports/%3Fcommodity%3Dstyrenics%26channel%3Dchemicals%26region%3Deurope%26cmpid%3DILC%7CCHEM%7CCHPRI-2017-3003-EURO-styrene_price_rollercoaster_rhian_march_xpromo%26sfid%3D701w00000019ImZ
https://www.icis.com/contact/request-free-trial-icis-news/%3Fcmpid%3DILC%7CCHEM%7CCHPRI-2017-3003-EURO-styrene_price_rollercoaster_rhian_march%26sfid%3D701w00000019ImZ
https://www.icis.com/contact/request-free-trial-icis-news/%3Fcmpid%3DILC%7CCHEM%7CCHPRI-2017-3003-EURO-styrene_price_rollercoaster_rhian_march%26sfid%3D701w00000019ImZ

